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SCA Round 15 vs Gordon 
1

st
 Grade hosted Gordon at Raby on Saturday in a 1 Day match and after winning 

the toss and putting Gordon into bat did very well to dismiss them for 176 after 
Gordon were cruising at 4/142. Fast bowler Josh Dunning who was making his 1

st
 

Grade debut bowled very well to finish with 5/34 off 9 overs.  
Ghosts top order batsmen started poorly and got steadily worse with Ghosts being 
6/47 at one stage in their run chase. A fighting partnership from Tom Rogers (31) 
and Jayden Simmons (49) took the score to 7/127 provided some hope but 
ultimately the team was dismissed for 162, 15 runs short of their target. 
 
2

nd
 Grade travelled to Chatswood with a side badly hit by injuries but after batting 

first they compiled a competitive score of 9/188 with Jordan Browne top scoring with 
53no. Gordon began the chase well but Ghosts fielders and bowlers did not back off 
with Lysaught 3/13 and Constable 22/36 bowling well but Gordon eventually fell 
over the line in the 49 th over at 6/191. 
 
3

rd
 Grade hosted at Raby and bowled first dismissing Gordon for 227 runs with 

Appleton 3/42 and Bray 2/38 bowling very well. 
Ghosts batsmen moved steadily towards the total eventually needing 80 runs off the 
last 9 overs. This was achieved with an outstanding Captains knock with Baker 
scoring 103 no supported by Brown with 40 runs. 
 
4

th
 Grade travelled to Killara Oval to be met with long grass and a damp wicket, 

conditions that were certainly going to influence the match result after the toss. 
Ghosts loss the toss and batted first scoring 88 runs with young Binskin scoring 35 
runs. Gordon replied with 4/89 with conditions much better batting second. 
 
5

th
 Grade batted first at Raby and also compiled a solid score of 9/182 with Bruce 

(45) and Mortimer (36), two young batsmen who battled hard for their team. The 
bowlers toiled well but were not able to contain Gordon who ultimately reached 
3/183. 
 
The Womens 1

st
 Grade side played a semi final today at Village Green against last 

years premiers Universities. Chasing a score of 8/269 the Ghosts batsmen struggled 
early and despite a very good Captains knock from Claire Koski (61) they ultimately 
fell short at 166. Nonetheless a very good year for Ghosts Women – congratulations 


